Student Parking Permits are NOT valid in Area "Z", however those holding Student Parking Permits may park in Area "Z" but must abide by all parking regulations and limitations in the restricted and unrestricted areas either while parked at a meter or parked on a street governed by parking regulation signage.

Shaded streets ( ) on this map are restricted parking areas. Area "Z" Residential Permit holders must abide by all parking regulations and limitations on the restricted streets either while parked at a meter or parked on a street governed by parking regulation signage. Legal parking spaces in Area "Z" on streets that are not shaded, or are shaded with this symbol ( ), are unrestricted parking streets for Area "Z" Residential Permit holders.

Student Parking Permits are valid in Area "Z" only on streets that are shaded with this symbol ( ).

Student Parking Permits are not valid on any other street in Area "Z."